
Shape Pages
Interactive

Each NO PREP, interactive shape 
page in includes coloring, tracing, 
cutting, & pasting to strengthen 
fine motor muscles as learners 
work on hexagons, octagons, 
trapezoids and rhombuses.

Find the post about these pages 
at This Reading Mama or read 
more about the entire 
Interactive Shape Pages Pack, 
which includes more 2D shapes 
and 3D objects!

Terms of Use: This printable pack was created for you to use at home with your 
child/students or with multiple children in your classroom or tutoring setting. Please 
do not share between classroom teachers, sell, host, reproduce, giveaway, or store on 
any other site (including a blog, Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox, etc.). Thank you!

©www.thisreadingmama.com

http://thisreadingmama.com/free-interactive-shape-pages/
http://thisreadingmama.com/product/interactive-shape-pages/


You Might Like

Find all our Interactive Packs for sale at This 
Reading Mama’s shop or on Teachers Pay Teachers.  

You can purchase each one individually or save 
money by purchasing the bundle pack!

©www.thisreadingmama.com

http://thisreadingmama.com/product/interactive-learning-pages-prek-k/
http://thisreadingmama.com/product/interactive-learning-pages-prek-k/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Pre-K-and-K-Interactive-Learning-Pages-Bundle-Pack-2931413
http://thisreadingmama.com/product/interactive-shape-pages/


Color the hexagon. Trace the hexagon.
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jewel end of pencil honeycomb white hexagons

Cut out all the hexagons.

Glue the hexagons below.

All About Hexagons



Color the octagon. Trace the octagon.
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trampoline stop sign medal nut

Cut out all the octagons.

Glue the octagons below.

All About Octagons



kite earrings sign baseball field

Color the rhombus. Trace the rhombus.
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Cut out all the rhombuses.

Glue the rhombuses below.

All About Rhombuses



Color the trapezoid. Trace the trapezoid.
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side of bag table top lock roof front

Cut out all the trapezoids.

Glue the trapezoids below.

All About Trapezoids



Thank you 
to these clip artists!

TpT: /This-Reading-Mama
Blog: www.thisreadingmama.com

Subscribe to my Newsletter: HERE
Facebook: /thisreadingmama

Pinterest: /thisreadingmama
Twitter: @thisreadingmama

Email: becky@thisreadingmama.com 

Let’s Connect!
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